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Since World War -II, educators and other interested
groups have conducted an intensified campaign aimed at arous-
ing.public interest in the needs and problems confronting the
pUblic schools of this nation. National and state surveys
have definitely shown that many schools are faced with in-
creased and increasing enrollments that cannot be properly
educated in existing school plants.
Nationwide and statewi~e trends do not necessarily
present a true picture of trends in specific communities.
That picture must come from surveys made at the local level.
I. TEE PROBLEM
, Stat-ement of the problem. The purpose of this study
was (1) to attempt to determine the extent to which the school
buildings of Clinton Township are adequate to meet the educa-
tional needs of present and predicted future enrollments;
<" "" . •
arid (2) to make suggestions for improving the housing pro-
;.".,r,:., ,',' ,
vIsions for the elementary school children of the township.
Im.portance of .the study. Ina rec6.nt pUblication, the
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American Association ot School Administratorsl made this
rather obvious statement, "The way to provide good schools
without wastetul expenditures is to plan wisely." It is just
as obvious that wise planning will start with an evaluation
of the present school system in the light ot the best avail-
able criteria.
This study was made in an attempt to obtain objective
data on the elementary" schools of Clinton Township. It was
hoped that the data would be used in planning better educa-
tional opportunities for the children of the community.
Scope of the study. The study sticks closely to the
problem of evaluating building space provisions for present
and expected enrollments. Structural safety, location and
site, and service facilities were considered as they contri-
buted to the general worth of the buildings.
II. ORGANlZATION
Chapter II contains a review of the literature that
was considered authoritative in the fields of school surveys,
building and space evaluations, and enrollment predictions.
Chapter III comprises the main port.ion of the study.
1 AmE;lricahSchool.Buildings, National EduoationAsso-
ciation,AmericanAssociatfon of School Administrators (Wash-
ington D•.C., 1949), p. 10. .
:3
I
It includes the development of evaluative criteria, evalua-
tions of the four buildings, and results of the school cen-
sus. Sohool census results are coupled with past enrollments
to produce tables prediotive of future enrollments.
A summary of the study and recommendations for addi-
tional studies appear in Chapter IV...
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Of the wealth of materials that have been written on
the various aspects of this study, only a representative
portion can be included. In general, the studies reviewed
are either of general national value, or are especially
applicable to the elementary schools of Indiana.
Literature on school surve~s. The Division of Research
and Field Service of Indiana Universityl has listed the major
factors to be considered in school building planning to be
(1) a study of community characteristics; (2) the geographic
distribution of the school children and a prediction of future
enrollments; (3) an evaluation of present building facil~ties
and an estimate of future needs; and (4) the financial abil-
ity of the school corporation to provide needed building
facilities.
steps quite similar to the above were outlined by
2Strayer •.. who progresses from an evaluation of present school
Li Study pf the Public School Needs of Nappanee, Indi-
~, Divisi·onof Research" and FIeld Services, . School of Edu-
cation, Indiana University, .School Survey Series, No. 2
(Bloomington, Indiana,l948) ,pp. 1....2.
2iGeorge D.. sirayier, ... J.r ..,.... uPlanning .for School Sur'"
veys"n Bulletin of the School of .Educatlon, Indiana Univer-










facilities to population studies, to an estimate of building
and site needs, to the actual building program that may in-
clude the rehabilitation of existing space.
Literature ££ evaluatin8 school buildings. In order
to determine the worth of buildings used for educational
purposes, this general test was devised by a national group
of educators:
Curriculum adequacy - Do they provide the space
and facilities for the educa.tional program that your
community heeds for its children, youth, and adults?
Safety and well-being - Do they not only protect
against danger but also provide a positive influence
for improving the health and physical welfare of the
pupils?
Interfunctional coordination - Are they so planned
that the activity in each part of a building may be
coordinated harmoniously with related activities and
may be carried on effectively without disturbing other
activities?
. Efficiency and utility - Are they so planned that
the handling Of materials and the comings and goings
of pupils, school staff, and the pUblic are accom-
plished with a minimum of interference ands maximum
of ease and satisfaction to all cohcerned?
Beauty - Are they pleasing in appearance, with
simplicity, usefulness, and balance as idealS, rather
than ornamentation or symmetry?
Adaptability - Are they so planned that they can
be enlarged or rearranged. internally, to meet new
educational demands with a minimum of additional cost?
Economy-li r (3.>they sC),plannedtha t>in original out~
l!3.yand'in fUt;tlr~operatiori.theutmost in educ~tional
utllitycan be secured'for every dollar spent?';




Structural safety, health safegurads, pupil comfort,
Suitability in relation to type of school program wanted,
flexibility, economical operation, adaptability to possible
increase in enrollment; and beauty and fitness of design were
evaluative points stressed by a survey group from Indiana
University. 4
Literature pn specific aspects of building evaluation,
such as lighting, heating, classroom space, water supply,
ventilation, and toilet facilities is dmscussed. in the next
chapter of this study.
Literature on enrollment trends. Wyatt5 has reported
that Indiana schools must expect a quarter-million more stu-
dents in the 1950's than were in attendance in the 1940's.
He estimated that eight thousand new classrooms will be
needed.
Estimates made by the Indiana School Study Commission6
;
indicate tffit there will be an average increase in elementary
enrollment of approximately twenty-eight per cent during the
period from 1950 to 1960 over the enrollment for the 1948-49
4 !l Study; af the Pu.plic S.chaol Need~of Nappanee,
Indiana, ~.cit!, p.. 14 •
.~ Ro.bertH. Wyatt, t'It Is Time to Build ,ft ~. Indiana
TeaCher, 94:15l,cTan.ut3.ry, 1950.
6. ~nE;valuaJ;ioll.of the .Indiana Public Schools, Indiana
School ,sttldy.Commission"l"Indianapolis, 1949), p. 136.
7
The Bell Telephone method bases the total population
'" '7 American BOhbol 'Buildings, .8..B. c,it., p. 54.
~., Ipid p P.. 55.
,
school year. The Commission predicted that the peak in ele-
mentary enrollment in Indiana schools would occur in the










j Ii Literature B.!! predictin~enrollment trends. The
;.)] 8
Ii '
if A.A.S.A. has listed the various methods for estimating fu-
;!
11: ture school enrollments as being:
ii
i!i 1. A method which assumes the ratio between schooli·,'\
i ~
1,1 enrollment and total popula tion to be fairly constant. By
Ii: comparing school enrollments with Federal census figures for
it eaoh of the two or three previous deoades an average ratio
I'r
i'l
i Ii can be oomputed. This ratio is a.pplied to the future esti-I>,!




;: 2. Enrollments of past years are plotted' on a chart
1956-57 school year.
A national study has resulted in predictions that the
population of the United states will continue to increase for
another thirty-five to forty-five years and that the peak
will approximate one hund.red sixtY-five millions. However,
the peak in school age· population will be reached in 1960 or




on a oareful house-oount of small seotions within a large
oommuni ty. The total population oan then be tra,nsla ted into
estimated sohool enrollment.
4. Foreoasting 'by analogy involves using enrollment-
total population ratios of similar oommunities as the basis
for enrollment estimates in the particular community. The
diffioulty of finding oomparable oommunitiesmakes this
method generally unreliable.
Studies made of the above' methods, as they were used
during the 1920's, have shown that they were too high in
their prediotions. This may be due to the faot that the 1930
depressIon, with its aooompanying birth rate deoline, was
not foreseen. 9
.A per cent-of-survivorship method was recently devised
by the Bureau of Research of Ohio State University. Since
this method was used, to the extent possible, in making en-
rollment prediotions for this study, an actual aocount of the
prooedure as used in 1947 follows:
Take the actual number of resident births in the
sc~ool distriot between the years 1934 thru 1946.
Those born in the years 1934 to 1940 would become
six years Of age in the years 1940 to 1946 and should,
therefo.!.'e, be enrolled in school during those years
forwhi,ch actual ,enrollments are now known. For eaoh
of theseye~~s'c!3.1culatetheper,c,entof suryivorship
'between the number of births 'and the enrollment in ,the
rfirst grade of 'Grhe public schools for the known years,
which in this, case would be 1940 to 1946. Take the
• )_ '" .,' """ '" '; ':' , ., •. ', - -" .. ,_.' __ .. ,• .,. ,'_ .. " .,', ._>, ." ". _, .... ...0....'
•...• ':. -c."
\' second requirement is that it be efficient in promoting the
; f
1.1 good values. ,,11 The building obviously plays an important
i i
9
In a similar manner calculate the per cent of
survivorship from Grade I to, Grade II and so on
and apply those to the known figures to get esti-
mates in years immediately aheau. In this conned-
tion, it should be remembered that children born
during 1940 thru 1946 will enter school during
the years 1946 thru 1952 and will affect the total
school enrollment twelve years beyond the latest
date £b entry, that is, from 1952 thru the year
1964. " . '
Literature .Q!!~ building's role in supporting the
modern educational philosophies. "The first requirement for
a good school is that it rest on values that are good. The
role ~n the efficient promoting of good values.
Dr. Muller12 must have had more than four walls and a
roof in mind when he said, "The three R's long ago lost their
adeql.lac:r as a basis for the kind of literacy needed by a de,:
mocracy in. the modern, so-called scientific age."
10 Ibid., p. 56.,.'-
11 Education for All .American Children, National Edu-
cation ASSioclation,Edtlcati01l.al;POlicles" Commission (Washing-
,ton"D., C~) 1948) ,p.'l. ,.",' . " ,
1.2 l\1TortoILM.HUIlt., uD!". Muller and the Million Human
Time Bombs," The Indiana Teacher, 94:12.3, December, 1949.
average of the per cents for the known years and
apply it to the actual number of births which
occurred during 1940 to 1946 to get the estimated
enrollments in the first grade for the years 1946
to 1952 during which time those children born be-














The following quotations from the writings of pro-
fessional school people emphasize the importance of good
building facilities to the school program:
Nothing is more indicative of community spirit and
progress than a good educational system, housed in a
modern up-to-date school plant. The learning of the
pupils reaches maximum effioiency only when good
build.ing faol1i ties exist as a part of the sohool
environment. ) .
The schoolhouse is a place for many kinds of learn-
ing; the schoolhouse itself is an instrument of eduoa-
tion. It can teaoh children muoh of beauty, of use-
ful ordering of space, and of! the possibilities of
harmonious living. There is increasing reoognition
of the sohool building as a place that will help
ohildren grow to their best physioally as well as
mentally; their seeing, posture, nutrition, and every
bodily process should be helped tQward the ideal by
the oonditions of life at school. l4
An attractive, home-like sohool building, con-
veniently arranged, and pleasingly decorated is
more productive of good attitUdes than bleak, for-
mal, and unattrative surroundings. 15 .
Our schools will be better; our children will be
healthier, mentally and physically; our teachers
will be stronger and more productive, and will be
t:l~hI:hh~~:;rw~;~e~~ ;{e:~~Jh;:~C:~i:~r;~~:~~~
13.AstudYOf th~PubiLic SchoOl. Needs 2t.1\fappanee,
Indiana, £E.c!.t ~, p.1.
15 Ame.rlcan School Buildings, £.l2.. oit., p. 9.
15 .An·Evaluatlon2f.'theIlldlana Public Schools, .2.J2..
cit., p. 47;;

















AN EVALUATION OF THE BUILDINGS IN TERMS
OF PRESENT AND FUTURE NEEDS
Before the schoolhouses in Clinton Township could be
evaluated, it was necessary to set up evaluative principles,
to consult authoritative sources for the purpose of deter-
mining generally accepted standards which school buildings
should meet, and to develop crit'eria by which an objective
evaluation could be made. The first portion of this chap-
ter contains that information.
After the criteria were established, each of the four
buildings was considered in the light of its ability to meet
the stated requirements. The 1949-1950 school enrollments
were used as a basis for determining the present adequaoy of
s,pace provisions.
The third section of the chapter is devoted to an
a:ttempt to ascertain the future bUilding needs of Clinton
School Township. The results of a school census were com-
bined with past enrollments to produce tables predictive of'
I'l1ture,enrol1ments.
I. EVALUATIVE PRINCIPLES AND CRITERIA
·The i·pri116:LpleEFtlSed ab.d:th@ criteria developed were
I limited';' to tJlose.e.rea~ of, bU,ilding evaluation that deal
: :' he,a.vy traffic ,andobno:X:ious odors.. It is reoommended that
j'{
."" '" ..... ' .. .".,2" . .
Ibid., ,pp. 75-76.
ture's general worth. There was no attempt made to determine
the value of movable equipment, landscaping, color schemes,
window shades, etc. If the building is structurally unsound
A. PRINCIPLES
or lacking in space and service provisions, then beautifUl
12
directly with space and service provisions and with the struc-
.
shrubs, the latest type desks, freshly painted walls, and
venetian blinds will not convert it into an efficient educa-
tional plant.
Principle!. The building should be located on an ad-
equate site convenient to the homes of the pupils in the at-
tendance area.
the school1?lot be.five acres in size with an acre added for
eaoh one hundred students. 2
',,"" "'1.' " : _'. ",", " .0' ',_, .. I ." .,
The school should be located within walking distance
of as many pupils as possible. Elementary pupils should not
walk more than three-quarters of a mile. It is not desirable
for transpor~ed students to be on the bus for longer .than.
thirty minutes of one-way travel time. l




















The Indiana SohoolStudy COlnmission also ~xpressed a
belief that a site of five aores plus an additional aore for
eaoh one hundred pupils is desirable for elementary sohools. 3
.A group of eduoators in West Virginia has recommended
to looate an elementary building' on less than five aores of
ground ..
Prinoiple g. The building must be struoturally safe,
internally and externally.
Craoked and leaning walls, sagging roofs, and falling
oeilings are evidenoes of inadequate structural design.6_
Floors and stairs should be level, sound, and rigid
to the tread. 7
3. .An Evaluation of the .Indiana .. Public Schools , on. oi t. ,
p. 141. - -- - .=.&.
4.standards for Sohoolhouse Construction, West Virginia
C~unci10nSohoQlhouseConstructiofJ, (Charleston, West Virginia:
State Depa:f'tmeni;ofEducat:ton, 1945), p. 12.
5 (}eorge D •. Strayer and l\f.:j:. .. Ene';1E}hardt, S.tandards
~orElementar[SChool:suildings,(NewYork:Bureauof.Pub,li-
cations, Teaohers College, 'Columbia University, 1933), p. 16.






















A building of more than one story should be construc-
ted of fire-resistive materials, including floors, roof, win-
g
dows, and doors.
Stairs must be made of incombustible materials. At
least two stairways remote from each other should be provided.
Staris should not be less than forty-eight inches wide, and
should not rise to a height of over nine feet beyond a land-
ing. 9
"The number and loca tion'of corridors and stairways
should permit rapid circula tion within, and easy egress from
, 10
the building."
While fire escapes should not be approved for new
buildings, they are needed in old structures in which the
11stairways are vulnerable to fire.
The heating plant should not be housed in the school
building. However, if it is in the bUilding, the furnace room
must have an automatic-closing fire door. The fire alarm sys-
tem should be available from several spots in the building. 12
8 Ibid., p. 169.
9Standards for Sohoolhouse Construction, £E. ill.,
PP. 32-33. -
10, The Ad.ministration Handpook, Bulletin NO. 200, lndi-
ana Departme!ltqf"Ptlbl:[cr fnStrl.!9tion (IndIanapolis, 1948) p.100. ' , , ,
11 standards'forSchodlh.ouseCoIls'truction, QJ2..ill.,p.35.
'" 12' Gllfde ,:t'oi-dPlghniri~s~ho~h P1.ants,National Council
on Schoolhouse ConstructIon, 1949" pp. 116-117.
15
'-j"
13 Ibid. , p. 123.
14 AnE:V'a.luationof the Indiana Pablic Schools, £.E.
p. 155. . --
15 Ame:rican School Buildings, .9.l2. cit., p. 88.
c·.•. ·,· .•.. ".'-,' ',,' '. ,.'.... .' .' .',.C, ,i",;,
16' Gui.dei'o~.Plannib.g·SchoolPlants, ~. ci,t _, p. 41.
17 stand.ards for Schoolhouse Construction, .2..E,. ill.,
p. 52.
considers thirty square feet per student as essential, while
the West Virginia Council on Schoolhouse constructionl ? rec-
omrnendsthirtyto torty squ.are feet per pupil in prim.ary class-
Principle 1. Classroom space should be commensurate
with instructional needs.
Exit doors must open outward and be provided with anti-
panic bars. 13
The present requirement of eighteen square teet per
pupil in Indiana classrooms .is far from adequate _ The pro-
vision of twenty-five .tothirty square feet is not too gen-
erous. In the core. curriculum type classroom it is desirable
14to provide thirty-three square feet per pupil.
Specialists in e1ement?ry education believe that the
m.odern elementary program demands approximately thirty square
teet per student. This requi;rement is in addition to storage
and accessory spaces. 15





























The water system must be capable of supplying a mi.nimu.m
of twenty-five gal1o.r1.sOf water, per· pupil per day for all pur-
:L8Tne/ciAd.IJ1inistrationHa.nclbOOk, ~. ill.. , pp. 100-101.




Principle 4. Mechanical and service facilities must
safeguard the health and comfort of pupils and staff.
In 1948 the state of Indiana Department of Public In-
struction listed service system requirements as consisting of
(a) heating and ventilation systems providing a sUfficient
amount of pure fresh air at a steady temperature of approxi-
mately seventy degrees, and with.a relative humidity of thirty
to fifty per cent; (b) a flourescent or semi-direct lighting
system Of at least four outlets per classroom capable of de-
liverin~ twenty to fifty foot candles at desk level; (c) an
adequate supply of pure water; and (d) sufficient toilet and
lavatory facilities. lS
Service recommendations of the West Virginia Council
include (a)' toilet facilities for each sex on every floor
except the basement; (b) girls' toilets provided with one
water closet for.each 30 girls enrolled; (c) boys' toilets to
be 'provided with One water closet for each 60 and one urinal-
I'oreach30boys enrolled; and (d) bne lavatory for each group


























survey of, elemeIlt'ary schools in Carroll
20 A.fu.erioaiii SOh.oo1Bui'lditigs ".E.l?~cit.', p., 162.
21,<Ibid. pp.1cS2-16
22 .. ,.,"
...... Ibid., p .. 164 .._.", :... ;.,
2,3 'Ibid., pp • 22cS-227 •
The total area of window space in each classroom should
17
poses except for swimming pools. The water must be pure and
palatable. 20
Toilet rooms should be a.t least ten feet in width.
Ventilation must be positive. Toilet facilities adjacent to
the classroom are desirable for the primary rooms. Water
closet and lavatory heights should conform to the sizes of
the pupils using them. 21
One drinking fountain is a minimum for each floor, and
an additional fountain should be'provided for each group of
75 pupils. 22
Principlei. Space for auxiliary facilities should be
provided to supplement the instructional, recreational, and ~
health p~ograms.
sills should be thirty-six inches from the floor to be above
the eye level of seated pupils. The most effective natural
light comes in at the top of the windows making it desirable
for windows to extend to within six inches of the ceiling. 23
'. ;
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. i at least equal twenty per cent of the floor area. Window
'.. 24 Re10rt of Bu.ildins and~ Survey, Delphi-~
Creek Townsh p Schools, Carroll Cbuntr, Indiana, by the
Division of EducatJoIl and Applied Psyohqlogy, Purdue Univer-
sity, Lafayette, Indiana, June, 1949, p. 7.
25 An EVl3.1ua,tion or "the IndianaPublio SchoolS, £.I2..
cit., p.,7L' ~ ~.' .
7~~~fi~~h~"~6b}~~it~W&S''~'~it.. p. 1I9.
27,AnEvaluatiO!l of/the' Indiana pU'bli.c' Sehqols, £.2.







County, Indiana, a group from Purdue University24 outlined
the special facilities needed beyond classrooms as being (a)
indoor play sRace, (b) a small auditorium. for school and
community use, (c) a suit of small rooms for a health unit,
(d) a school library 'housed in a suitable room', (e) adequate
office space, and (f) a lunch room. The group also listed
music, art, and visual education rooms as being desirable •
..,
"An adequate hot lunch program should be provided in
every elementary school for children who spend their noon
periods at the school.,,25
ttApproximately 10 square feet per person should be
allowed in the dining area for the largest lunch Shift.,,26
"It is widely accepted that children will learn best
when they have access to good school library facilities.,,27
The elementary library should comfortably seat the
largest class in school plus approximately twenty additional
, j readers. It should be centrally located and easily reached
Ii
i::'i




Health unit provisions should consist of a rest room
with. space for one or more cots. Toilet and lavatory facil-
ities must be provided adjacent to the rest room. It is de-
sirable that examination rooms be provided for use by the
school nurse and for periodio inspection of pupils by dootor
and dentist. 29
A flat-floor auditorium capable of seating two hundred
to four hundred people in folding chairs will be reasonably
satisfactQry for small elementarY- schools. The stage must be
large. enough for school and community plays and programs.
Dressing room space and adequate stage equipment are necessary.
Use of folding chairs will permit conversion of the aUd.itorium
into an indoor play space for the younger students. 30
"Gymnasiums (With showers and lockers) and other fa-
cilities suitable for a modern health and physical education
progr~ are' necessary.,,3l
Each bUilding will need administrative space. A ropm
approximately the size of a classroom will serve the adminis-
trative needs of smallere.lementary schools. 32
f"_ ;' J-/; ,., .,',': "
29 Standards forSchoolhouse ..Oonstruction, .Q.£.ill.,
p. 50.
30 Americ.a'nSchool Buildings, ..2.£. cit." p.' 118.
)ijJli~ Admfhis~~~~iO~ Handb.ook, £E. cit., p. 101.
32.AJne~icab.ScllOolBl.llldlrigs,i.QJ2.cTt. ,1'. 124.
20
Storage space for classroom supplies, for ,the outer
wraps of pupils, and for individual supplies of pupils should
be provided at a location near or within the classroom.
Special storage rooms a,re needed for general instructional
supplies, custodial and maintenance supplies, and fuel stor-
age. 33
The standards listed below for use in evaluating the
schoolbuildingsof Clinton Township were taken from the
sources cited in the preceding section of this chapter. How-
ever, modifications have been made in many of the source re-
commendat,ions in an effort to make the criteria more directly
"' B. CRITERIA
applicable to the task at hand.
Thesecriter.ia were intended for use in evaluating
old elementary school buildings with enrollments of two hund-
red fifty pupils or less. Standards for new buildings would
be higher and much more detailed. With new school structures
costing:t'r6mtwenty~tivethousand to thirty thousand dollars
per classroom,J4: both'educatorsand parents should be willing
to make some c,bncessiohstoa'building that stand's debt free. .
31~~! 'J' PP,( 126-.127.
)4stanriardsltQ:rS~hOOlhOUS,eCons.truct ion, B.£.cit.,
























1. Criteria on bUilding location:
Criterion 1. The site should not be less than
five acres in-area. It must be arranged and de-
veloped for complete and safe utilization by the
various age-grade groups.
Criterion 2. The school should be located near
a community center within walking distance of the
greatest possible number of pupils. Elementary
students should not be required to walk more than
three-quarters of a mile. '
Criterion 3. B~s students should not be on the
bus for longer than thirty minutes of one-way tra-
vel time.
Criterion 4. The location should protect pu-
pils from traffic hazards, and from traffic and
industrial noises and odors.
2. Criteria on structural safety:
Crit,arion 5. Buildings of more than one story
should be fire-resistive throughout. It is es-
pecially important that corridors and stairways
be impervious to fire.
Criterion 6. Outer and inner walls, roof, and
ceilings must-be firm and straight.
Cri terim), 7. It is necessary the. t floors be
level, sound,-and firm to the tread of large groups
of pUpils.
Crit,erion 8. In addition to being fire-resistive,
~tairways should be strong, wide enough for double
traffic, and should not rise to a height of more
tha.nten feet beyond a landing. .
Criterion 9. Stairways and'exitsshould he suf'-
ticient,inuUmber'to offerconvenieht escape routes
trom) any part of the building.
Criterion .io. . ~xit'ao()rs~ust oj;>en outward and
be "provided' w'Ith(iinti-pahic bars. '.,'
O:riterioIi1.1~:''rhe" heatIng plant, should be' loca'"
ted'ina.unit'7eparatefrom the building. A furnace
room located in the basement of an old building must
22
be surrounded by strong fire walls and be equipped
with an automatic-closing fire door.
Criterion 12. Corridors eight to ten feet in
width are needed.
3. Criteria on classroom space provisions:
Criterion 12. A good elementary school program
demands classroom space provisiqns of at least
twenty-five square feet per pupil.
Criterion li. If instructional activities such
as musiC, art, crafts must take place in the class-
room each child should be provided with approximate-
ly thirty square feet of space.
4. Criteria on service facilities:
Criterion 15. The heating plant should provide
a steady temperature of approximately seventy de-
grees.
Criterion 16. The ventilating system should
provide a constant supply of fresh pure air.
Criterion 17. Natural lighting should come from
a total windowarea equal to at least one-fifth the
floor area of each classroom. Window sills should
be, above the eye-level of seated pupils. Windows
should extend to within six inches of the ceiling
formaxlmum exploitation of natural light.
Criterion 18. Artificial lighting should fur-
nishaquantity of non-glare light at desk level
stlffic.ientto replace losses. in natural lighting
J:'esultingfrom. darkened skies" At least four
fixtures are needed per room, and the fixtures
located on the side away from the windows should
have cl:\)ntrolsiseparate from those for the other
fixtUres •. ':Lighting in corri,dors: and on stairways
sho.uld b~s.ufficient to meet all safety require-
.lI!-ehts. .
:'<':"-:>
Criterion 19·•..Thoughit is desirable to have
toilet facilitres.foreach sex on each floor except
the.:b!:i,sement,.·...•·x,ninimum.requirement.sfor.•.•. smal1.e1"
elementary. s.chQ.Qls.. can be metbyprovidil1g one
toilet:,for each sex if:,
23
a. The rooms are well-lighted and provided
with positive ventilation.
b. The girls' toilet provides a water 010-
set fgr eaep. 30 and one lavatory for eaoh 60
girls in sohool. .
o. The boys' toilet provides one water 010-
set for eaoh 60, one urinal for eaoh 30, and
one. lavatory for eaoh group of 60 boys enrol-
led.
d. The toilet faoilities are graded in size
and height to aooommodate the different age
groups ill sohool;
Criterion 20. A plentiful'Y supply of hot water
shOUld be proVIded for lavatories, showers, and
lunch rooms.
Criterion 21. The water souroe must be oapable
of supplying a-daily minimum of twenty-five gallons
of pure water per pupil.
Criterion 22. Eaoh floor should have one drink-
ing ••• fountain plus an additional fountain for eaoh
75 pupils.
5. Criteria on auxiliary faoilities:
Criterion 61. Every elementary school should have
a oonveniently looated sohool library oapable of Seat-
ing a minimum of thirty pupils.
Criterion 24. A good lunoh shoUld be served pu-
pils Who remaIii·at sohool. during the noon hour. Ade-
quate dining, kitohen, and storage spaoe must be pro...
vided~ .
Criterion 25. 'Every sohool needs an aU.ditorium.
oapable of seating the whole student body. It should
beadeq.uate.torn~e·t;theneedsof'the. oornmunity for
group gatherings of various types. If indoor play
spa.of?is laClking,the al.ldit;oriwns.houldbeoapa ble
of conversion to play space for primary pupils.
dritef'16rt26.A gymnasIum with a playingfloo1'
,approximately7f'orty\feet:w:tdeiandseV(i3ntYfeet.long




. ! million County in West-Central Indiana. The township is
bordered on the west by Illinois, on the south by Vigo






Criterion 27. A health unit is needed. Rest
room space isneeded for at least two cots plus
safe storage for first aid equipment. Toilet and
lavatory facilities should be provided in connec-
tion with the unit. It is desirable to have an
examining room for use by the school nurse, doctor,
and dentist.
Criterion 28. Space equivalent in size to an
ordinary classroom is a minimum -requirement for
properly housing the administ~ative office of the
small elementary school.
Criterion 29. Storage space for instructional
supplies, custOdial supplies and equipment, and for
fuel is needed.
II. THE EVALUATION
Clinton Township is the southermost township of Ver-
Helt Township.
There are four schools in the township, Crompton Hill,
Fairview, Jacksonville, and Universal. They are elementary
schools, and each enrolls. pupils for grades one through
eight. High Schoolstutfents are transported to the city
school at Clinton Where they are enrolled as transfer students.
The map in Figure I shows building locations, atte.n-
dance districts, and the location of homes that contributed
chlldrento each of the schools in May, 1950. When this in-
formation Wl:iS combined wlthdata from Table I, page 26, it
s\eemed eVlde.nt.that the buildings are located in community
• :.\.::j}~1.:'
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* Numbers in this column have been rounded to the




A COMPARISON OF TRANSPORTED STUDENTS




































centers where a sizable number of students ~.re within reason-
able walking distance of the school.
Jacksonville appears exceptionally well located with
only twenty-nine per cent of its students being transported.
However, a look at Figure I shows that Jacksonville is little
more than a town school, while Crpmpton Hill's attendance
district takes in territory that could be better served by
Jacksonville.
A. CR01\zTPTON HILL SCHOOL
Crompton Hill is a small residential community located
just outside the western limits of the city of Clinton. POP-
ulation figures are not available.
Location of .ih! school. Crompton Hill School is sit-
,
uated near the center of the community on State Highway 16.3.
Its proximity·to the highway and the presence of a side road
cutting across in front of the building ma.ke traffic safety
a major problem.
The site has an area of slightly less than one acre.
,So much of this area is taken by the building that less than
one:"hi3.1f·acre is· available for playground use. Much 'of the
pla.y ispaceis located at therea.rof·the building where a
softba.ll,diamondfor the older students occupies the whole






it will be impossible to expand to the south or east. A deep
hollow borders the site on the west and north.
The only good things that can be said for the location
are that village pupils have only short distances to walk,
and that bus students are not on the road for longer than
thirty minutes.
structural safety. Except for the walls the building
is not otherwise fire-resistive. However, exits are plenti-
ful and none of the children is in much danger from being
,trapped by fire.
Walls are straight and firm. Floors are generally
solid and level, although classroom floors in the older por-
tion of the building need sanding and minor repairs.
Figure 2, shows a floor plan of the building. The-
gymnasium and Classrooms D and E above it were added in 1939
and tirstused in. 1940.
Stairways and exits are wide enough tor double traffic.
The stairs are not tire-resistive. Doors open outward at the
exits and are.provided with anti-panic bars.
the heating plant is located in the building directly
under orie of the classrooms. Since: the' heating plant has a
10wpressurEl bioler. there is probably no great' danger of' an








































































































Extensive repairs have recently been made on the roof
and it should cause no trouble for several years.
The outside walls of the newer portion of the building
are made of inferior brick that allowed water to seep through
and ruin the plaster in Classroom E. An attempt has been made
to seal the wall, but only time oan tell whether or not the
experiment was successful.
Classroom space provision$. The five classrooms used
during the 1949-1950 school year, and their areas, are shown
in Figure 2. Classrooms A, B, and C are in the older portion
of the building, builti about 1905, while Classrooms D and E
are in the 1940 addition.
Table II shows the distribution of grades and pupils
among the classrooms in April, 1950. The Table also compares
usage 'at that time to desirable minimum pupil-space pro-
visions.
Results of the comparisons made in Table II are mis-
leading. While Cihassrooms D andE are capable of furnishing'
the desired minimum. area of twenty-five square feet to each .
of 58 pupils, it is certainly evident that no teacher is cap-
able of efficiently teaChing a class of that size. If we set
forty, a high figure, as a maximum for elementary classes the
desirable maximum number of students at Crompton Hill would
'be reduced from 206 to 170.
i Number Area sq.ott • Desirable Desirable. !
Class- of in per minimum. maximum




A 1 25 792 32* 25 32*
B 2-3 35 726 21 25 29
c, 3-4 39 726 19 25 29
D 5-6 42 1457 35 25 58
E 7-8 41 1467 36 25 58
Totals 182 206
TABLE II
PUPIL SPACE PROVISIONS IN CLASSROOMS OF
CROMPTON HILL SCHOOL AS COMPARED TO ACCEPTABLE
STANDARDS, APRIL, 1950








Classroom 0, the only basement room used for instruc-
tion, is not suited to that purpose. steam pipes run through
the room, and a metal supporting post is pmaced out in the
room. It has only one .door, which opens into a narrow hall
adj.acent to the furnace room. The danger has been minimized
to an extent by providing a makes,hift fire-escape throu.gh one.
of the windows. If this room were eliminated as a classroom
'.,
the maximum number of pupils who should attend Crompton Hill
would be reduced to approximately 140.
The two large olassrooms would make excellent rooms
for the primary grades.
Service faoilities. Investigations revealed that the
heating plant is reasonably satisfaotory. It is oapable of
furnishing enough heat for the entire building, although the
lack of automatic temperature controls results in rather wide
temperature variations unless the janitor is oonstantly on
the alert.
Ventilation is, in the main, by window adjustment.
The older portion of the building does have a gravity system.
of ventilation, but it is not maintained and used to the ex-
tent possible.
The newer addition has no visible means of ventilation
other than windows. Library and offioe spaces are placed


















from the windows of those rooms. Consequently, the library
and offioe are often filled with stale air.
Minimum natural lighting requirements are met by only
two of the olassrooms,. Rooms A and B. Classroom 0 has a to-
tal window area equalling less than ten per cent of the floor
area. Rooms D and E have large window areas, but the rooms
are so large that comparison revealed the window area only
twelve per cent of the floor area.
Artificial lighting is very inadequate in the older
section of the building. Two of the rooms have two globe-
covered fixtures, while the basement classroom is lighted with
three bare bulbs hanging at intervals down the oenter of the
room.
The two largest Classrooms have good artificial light-
at proper intervals.
Crompton ,Hill School has no inside toilet facilities.
Outside toilets for each sex are located on opposite sides of
the play space about one hundred feet from the nearest build-
ing entranoes.
Water for drinking and washing purposes must be carried
into the building from a well near the front entrance. It
should be relatively inexpensive to 'pipe water from the well
into the building.
34 ,
A~xiliarl facilities. There are no provisions made
at Crompton Hill School for serving lunches to the trans-
ported pupils.
The gymnaslum provldes the school with an excellant
aUditorium, and with plenty of indoor play space. The ab-
sence of proper tollet facilities, hot and cold running water,
and shower and dressing room. facilities limits the utilization
".
of a room that any elementary school would be lucky to have.
The health unit consists of a small space taken from
the upper hall. It has room for one cot and limited first
aid equipment •
. Office and library spaces are sufficient though lack-
ing in ventilation and natural light.
Fuel storage space is satisfactory. other storage needs
are not so well met. However, a temporary structure on the
school grounds does furnish storage for materials that do not
need to be irrunediatelY available.
Summary. The school is rather well located for pupB.
conye,nience•.
.The site is almost totally inadequate, and there Seems
tg be nopo.ssible· way.lnWhich the play area can be increased.
The structure is infair.condition,and with proper
maintenance practices could be usable for many more years.
Only four of the classrooms are suitable for instruc-
35
tional use.
The building should have inside toilets and an ade-
quate water supply if it is to merit continued use.
While the gymnasium is adequate in space provisions
for both auditorium and play use, its effectiveness is limit-
ed by the lack of water, toilet" and shower facilities.
One hundred eighty pupils are too many for this school.
"
The enrollment should not exceed one hundred forty.
Suggestions for improvement. The possibility of trans-
ferring the seventh and eighth grade pupils to Clinton High
School should be investigated. They would benefit from the
wider curriculum offerings, and more playground space would
be made available to the younger children. This move would
also reduce the enrollment at Crompton Hill to a more sat is-
factory number.
The basement classroom and the so-called kitchen could
be converted into satisfactory toilets.
An attempt to localize the attendance district should
be made before new bus contracts are let in the summer of
195:1., By, limiting attendance to those pupils within a radius
of approximately. two miles ..of the 'school, the need for school
lunclleswouldnot be ~o pressing.
, ( remaining space can be used for playground activities. Just
q





Location. Fairview School is located in the town of
Fairview Park. The town adjoins Clinton on the north and
north-west, and has a population of approximately nine hundred
people.
The building is located on a two and one-half acre
site. The area is jus.t one-half the size this study recommends
as a minimum for elementary schOOls. Fortunately, the brrild-
ing is placed on the site in such a manner that most of the
belonging to the city of Clinton. In the past this field has
been available for use by the older pupils.
The school site is in a pleasant residentia,l neighbor-
hood.' The-two streets which border the site on the west and
structural safety. The original structure at Fairview
was builaabout i 1905. In 1920 twoclassroomswereadded,ahd
south carry a moderate amount of traffic, but a vigilant safe-
ty patrol has thus far been sufficient to protect the pupils
from traffic hazards.
Table I, page 26, shows that the school enrollment i~
divided almost equally between walking and transported stu-
dents. Two busses serve the school, and none of the pupils















basement space was provided for indoor toilets. Figure 3
contains a. floorplan of the two main floors. Classrooms
C and H were added in 1920. Figure 4, page 39, shows the
toilet rooms that were.also added.
The outside walls are in surprisingly gOod condition.
In fact, the whole structure seems sturdy and safe with only
minor evidences of deterioration. New guttering should be
installed on the older portion before serfuQus damage occurs
to the plaster on the inside walls. In a few places the out-
side walls should be painteQ.
Only the walls of the building are fire-resistive.
All stairs are constructed of wood. Danger from fire is con-
siderably minimized by the fact that children on the top floor
have access to two wide stairways and a fire escape. Three
wide exits are provided at ground level •
.The stairs are sturdy. The main stairway from the up-
per flo.or to the West entrance is not broken by a landing and
is dangerous. The stairs to. the girls' toilet is also. dan-
gerousin that it is rather steep, has too long a run with-
out a landing, and is too narrow.
The furnace room is located in the basement. It has
an automatic-ciOSi'I:l.'8 fire door. An explosion in the furnace
room could bloCk the singled9scape. route from each of the
toilet rooms.






























































ed, both naturally and artificially.
Classroom space provisions. At one time the school
a t Fairview had ten cla'ssrooms. However, two of the class-
rooms on the lower floor were made into a school auditorium
several years ago. The wall between the two rooms was removed
and folding doors installed.
Of the remaining eight classrooms only six were used
for instructional purposes during the 1949-19.50 sohool year.
the year 1949-19.50 are shown in Table III.
Table III shows that the eight rooms can accommodate
an enrollment of two hundred twenty-eight students and still
provide 2.5 square feet per pupil. It also shows that approx-
imately that number of students was housed in only six of the
classrooms.in April, 19.50.
If at all possible, one of the classrooms should be
converted to a library, or to a music, art, and craft room. "'
Such arpom~ is !llf3eded in the S9hool to supplement classroom ,
space for special pupil activities.
Classroom H is rather isolated from the other roo~s
and would make a good aotivi.ty room. If this room is with-
drawn from instructional use the building at Fairview should


















PUPIL SPACE PROVISIONS IN CLASSROOMS




A 1 30 729 24 25 29
B 2 35 729 21 25 29
c 3-4 36 675 19 25 27
D 4-5 38 729 19 25 29
E 5-6 38 729 19 25 29
F unused 729 25 29
G 7~8 39 729 18 25 29
H unused 675 25 27
Totals 216 228


























Ii! window frames of this old schoolhouse. Generally speaking,
,i
Service facilities. The heating plant at Fairview
consists of two steam-type furnaces. The two furnaces can
be operated in tandem or·9nly one can be used to heat the
whole building. Furnaces and boilers are in good condition
and are capable of supplying enough heat for the coldest days.
The structure does not heat evenly throughout beoause of the
lack of building insulation, because of building arrangement.
:.1 and because there is a certain amount of heat loss aroundi the
42
',: <",-;
The,~rtificiaT lighting system does 11ttie to overcome
Instead of window area equalling one-fifth of the floo~
area in each. classroom, a ratio o( one to seven exists in the
six classrooms in the older portion of the building. These
rooms are provided with windows at side and back, making it
difficult to eliminate both glare and shadow from pupils' desks.
the heating plant and heating results at Fairview are satis-
factory when teachers and janitor cooperate in the effort to
make it so.
The building is provided with a gravity system of ven-
tilation, but many of its units are inoperative. Since the
flow ~f .outside air is manually controlled at each radiator,
the system is not at all practical when in good condition.
Consequently, ventilation is poor. Windows are opened to














the inadequaoies of the natural lighting system. Every olass-
room ~~rovided with two light fixtures, each consisting of
a single bulb covered wlth a frosted globe.
Fairview is the only school in the township with in-
side toilet facilities. The two toilet rooms are located in
poorly lighted, poorly ventilated basement rooms. Otherwise,
the toilets are fairly satisfactory. Water closet and urinal
provisions are adequate. Each needs another lavatory, but
this need is partially met by the location of a lavatory in
the lower hall and another in the first aid room upstairs&
The school's water supply comes from the town water
system and is sufficient for all present needs. Two water
fountains are provided for each floor, one outside fountain
is placed near the front of the building, and additional
drinking fountains are available for pupils using the main
part of the playground, which is located north and northeast
of the schoolhouse.
There are no facilities for heating water. Labatories
are provided with cold water only.
It has been the practioe to use
--
One of the unoccupied classrooms as a school library. The
uncertainty of such an arrangement has kept the library from
developing to a point where. it is worthy of the name.
The schopl does not have a hot lunch program., but needs
44.t
one badly. Over one-half the pupils remain at sohool during
the noon period. Many of them pUrchase a minoed ham sandwich
and a bottle of soda from the grooery store aoross the street.
The room whioh has been designated as an auditorium would
serve a muoh better purpose as a lunoh room.
The auditorium is rarely ·used by the sohool. It will
not seat the whole sohool satisfactorily. Its oonversion to
a lunch room would not deprive either the school or the com-
munity of a valuable meeting place.
Fairview does not have a gymnasium or other indoor play
space.
The school's health unit consists of a small room, ten
feet by nine feet. It is equipped with one cot, a first aid
cabinet, and a lavatory. More space is needed and a water
closet should be provided.
A partition aoross the south end of the upper hall
provides an office space of eight feet by eight feet. Since
the principal is also a fUll-time teacher, it would not be
practioal to take one of the classrooms for administrative
space.
Storage space is lacking fOF extra maps, audio-visual'
aids, and other instructional aids and supplies that are not
in constant use.
The coal room is adequate. Janitorial supplies and
equipment a;e stored, mOl.)e or less satisfactorily, in the base-
45
ment and supplies by installing wall cabinets. Such a room
The lei tchen shown in Figure J is a lean-to construct-




One classroom should be converted to the status of gen-
eral-purpose room. It should be fitted with black-out shades
in order that the room can be used for visual aids. It can
also serve as storage space for special instructional equip-
The ventilation system should be repaired and maintain-
ed at its highest level of efficiency. A special ventilating
system should be installed for the two toilets.
is an immediate need.
Though being far from fire-resistive, the structure
is usable. For a building that has been standing nearly
fifty years, it is in excellent condition.
, The 'installation of a good artificial lighting system
Summary and conclusions. Fairview School is well-lo-
cated in relation to the community it serves.
The site is too.., small, providing only one-half the
minimum space needed. Younger cnildren are relegated to
small spaoes adjacent to the building by the space-consuming
softball and football activities of the seventh and eighth
"lrade students.,
46
would have additional uses, as a music room, as a. meeting
place for school clubs, etc ..
Each of the remaining classrooms shoUld not house more
than thirty pupils, and the total enrollment should not ex-
ceed two hundred pupils ..
Fairview needs a hot lunch program.. The auditorium
is the logical place to house it.. The north end of the double
room could serve as the kitchen, while the south end would
make an excellent dining room. Shelves could be built around
the walls of the dining room, and it could also serve as the
school library ..
C.. JACKSONVILLE SCHOOL
Location. Jacksonville School is situated in the
small community center of Blanford. The village is located
eight miles west of Clinton on State Highway 163 ..
Tl1e site has a total area of two acres.. Outside toi-
lets and the building break the area into units too small for
softball and other related activities. It would 'be possible
to develop the area for use by smaller pupils to a fairly
satisfa~to~y PQ~n~
Table Ii!,page26; shows that the sohool is very well
looated,in'-relationto'tlleoommunity it serves .. During the
19'49-195.0 school year seventy.;.cmeperoent of the pupils
walkedt6 school.
47
In the matter of traf~io safety, the looation is very
desirable. streets along the site are virtually free of
traffio.
struotural safety. The sohoolhouse has masonry walls,
but is not fire-resistive in any other way.
Considering its age (it was built in 1912) the build-
ing seems substantial~g There is some evidenoe of settling
apparent in the outer walls, but ,nothing seritous.
The wooden stairs seem firm, but floors are generally
bad throughout the building•. In the aUditorium, Figure 5,
the floor is positively dangerous. Classroom A has a oonorete
floor, while other olassrooms have buokled flooring that
appears unsound in plaoes.
Pupils on the lower floor have exits available at .
either end 'of the hall. Pupils on the upper floor have aooess
to both the end exits, and to a wide exit on the south.
The heating plant is in the building, but is of the
hot air type and is not. likely to oause either an explosion -
or sUddenall-oonsuming fire. It has the required fire door..
Cla.ssroomspaoe provisions. Classrooms, with looation'
and area, are shown in Figure.5 Table IV, page 49, indicates
classroom use in....the1949-1950 sohool .year".and oompares the
.. " " .... ". ",.' ,." ,<'0" .... ' .... : .. ,-', .... : .,; ""." ..
aooeptable maximum enrollment to the enrollment that year.
The building has four olassrooms, all of the same
.30'















































28 690 25 25 28
34 690 20 25 28
22 690 31 25 28





PUPIL SPACE PROVISIONS IN CLASSROOMS OF


















;J Note: All fra.ctions have been rounded to the nearest










dimensions, 23 by 30 feet. Allowing twenty-five square feet
per pupil, each room can aocommodate 28 pupils. Thus the
school has classroom space for 112 children.
The instructional difficulties which arise from enrol-
ling eight grades in a four room sohool are shown by Table'
IV. In 1949-1950, each teaoher was forced to instruot two
grade groups. Because of this already undesirable arrange-
ment, one teaoher instructed 34 pupils while another had only
22.
Service facilities. The old hot-air furnace does a
reasonably good job of heating the building at Jacksonville.
Heat is ollJrculated by a fan, but the circulation does not
D provide proper ventilation. The schoolhouse is supplied with
!-
\
I storm windows for winter weather, preventing the possibility
of ventilation by window adjustment.
Natural lighting in the classrooms is inadequate. The
ratio of window area to floor area is approximately one to
seven in classrooms on the lower floor, while the two class~
roolUs ,on ,the top floor also fall considerably short of the,
prescribed, minimum ratio of one to five.
The artifioial lighting sys"tem is even less adequ!3. te
than t.b.e natural lighting. Classroom B has one good fluor-
.~~()~ntltghta.n.d 4. bEi.re bulbs. other rooms and the mIls are
lig4te(l by. bare bulbs.
schoolhouse entrance.
Conclusions and recommendations. The school at Jack-
The water system consists of a well, located about
joined by removing the common wall, should not be used for
any purpose, e~pecially for group gatherings, until new floor-
ing has been installed.
The kitchen is satisfactory for serving light refresh-
ments,for group meetings o
Auxiliary facilities. Jacksonville does not have a
school library, a school lunch program, a gymnasium, or an
administrative unit. The aUditorium, two former classrooms
thirty feet from the west entrance. Each classroom is pro-
vided with a water bucket and each child supplies his own
drinking cup.
51 ,
Outside toilets are provided for the pupils. Both
the toilets are at least two hundred feet from the nearest
;..:....... ", - ,'"
space ~o properlyed.ueate~ightgrade levels of pupils, and
sOhy-ille has two things in its favor; basic structural com-
ponents are seemingly sturdy and safe, and the location is
convenient to the homes of children in the immediate vicinity.
Against· those two favorable elements can be martialed
an imposing array of faults. The faults includ.e bad floor-
ing,. outside toileys, poor lighting, a very unsatisfactory
"-.'.';"
water supplY,small playground area, insuffioient elassroom
Walls ,'are <fire-resistive, butlell other building cOlll.~
StructuraL safety. Built in 1912, the schoolhouse at
Universal School is situated near the center of town
It is extremely doubtful that an attempt to make this
school, into a satisfactory educational plant would be prac-
tical. The cost of rehabilitation could easily exceed the
real value 0.1' the .resultingimprovements.
D. UNIVERSAL SCHOOL
on a plot of one and eight-tenths acres. Its looation is
convenient to the rural homes in the attendance district.
Locatio.n.. The town of Universal is located in the
south-central sec.tion of Clinton Township. It has a popula-
tion of nearly fIve hundred people. Fifty per Oent of the
pupils attendingi;he school are provided by the town ..
inade.qua te service and auxiliary. facilities ..
52 t
,The site is.muoh too small. Older pupils have no
place for the large-muscle activities they enjoy ..
A great deal of traffic is carried on the road in
front of the school, but a good school patrol is maintained
for the safety of town pupils living south of the road.
: i
: I
, Universal is: the best constructed of the four township schools.iii
;i




ponents Bre constructed of wood. Stairways, except those to
the basement, are firm and wide enough for double traffic.
The basement stairs are narrow. Exits are provided at oppo-
site ends of the main hall. Pupils on the upper floor have
access to a fire escape., Makeshift fire escapes through win-
dows are provided in the basement rooms.
Floors are generally sound and firm, although there
are some instances of buckling. Minor repairs are needed on
the floors.
The roof should not need major repairs for some time.
The heating plant is in the building. The plant is
too small for the building, and heavy firing is necessary
during cold weather. A larger furnace and boiler would les-
iJ
L sen some of the danger of an exploding boiler. The required
firedoor is provided for the furnace room.
Cl&ssroom space prpvisions. Classroom locations and
ji areas are shown in Figure 6. Their uses during the 1949-
II,
i 1950 school year are oU,tlined in Table V, page 55.
Originally, there were ten classrooms, two of them.
located in the basement. However, in recent years only five
or six of the classrooms have been- used for instructional
purposes ..
Class;t'ooms G an'dF'have been. Joined by removing the

































Classroom E Cloa Library and
hall first aid room
690 sq. ft. 690 sq. ft •
FIGURE 6
PLAN OF FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS
UNIVERSAL SCHOOL











PUPIL SPAOE PROVISIONS IN CLASSROOMS
OF UNIVERSAL SCHOOL AS CO:MPARED
TO ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS
APRIL, 1950 .
A 1 25 690 28 25 28
B unused 690 25 28
c 2-.3 .37 690 19 25 28
D .3-4 42 690 16 25 28
E 6-6 4B 690 16 25 28
F 7 828 25 3.3..... 32* 47*
G 8 690 28
Totals 179 201
Note:. All fractions have 'been rounded to the nearest
whole number.
* Classrooms F andG are separated by folding doors·:
They were used as one classroom housing the 7th and 8th




eaoh other by olosing the folding partition provided. Class-
room G is large enough to provide twenty-five square feet of
spaoe to eaoh of 33 pupi~s. Eaoh of the remaining olass-
rooms oan supply the minimum per pupil space to only 28 pu-
pils.
Classroom space is not being oompletely utilized as
shown by Table V. During the 1949-1950 sohool year only six
classrooms were used by 179 pupils. Five teaohers were pro-
vided. By fUlly utilizing the space provisions of seven
olassrooms, the other being reserved for a general-purpose
room, the school oould serve an enrollment of 201 pupils.
Servioe faoilities. Looation of the heating plant is
shown in Figure 7. The plant is too small and heavy firing
is neoessary in 0010. weather. Periodio replaoement of the
furnace grates has been necessary. Installation of a larger
unit should result in better provisions for pupil safety and
oomfort, and in more eoonomio operation.
Ventilation is poor and is obtained largely from win~
dow adjustment.
Window areas in all classrooms are not sufficient to
provide needed natural lighting. -The ratio of window area to
floor area is one to six in eaoh room•
.Artifioial lighting is also inadequate. Fixtures are
provided down the oenter of the rooms, and bare bulbs predom-
FIGURE 7


























Outside toilets are provided on the playground. Pu-
pils must walk two hundred feet from the building to get to
the toilets. Though basement toilets are not too desirable,
they would certainly be a vast improvement over the present
facilities. By moving the coal room to a location nearer the
furnace, space could be provided for indoor toilets.
A water fountain and lavatory are provided for each
of the two floors above the basement. An outside fountain
is provided for the playground at a location hear the south
entrance.
One well furnishes water for the building. It is not
unusual for the well to go dry. When this happens, water is
brought from Clinton by truck. Water provisions are very
unsatisfactory.
Auxiliar;y facilities. At present, one of the former
classrooms on the upper floor is being used as a combination
library and first aid room. C.onsequently, both library and
health facilittes are poor.
Classrooms G and F have served as a school aUditorium~
Since classes are taught inthese-rooID.s, auditorium use> has
beenlirnited.. Theco.mbinedrboms are not desirable for com-
Inl.lriiltygatherings since Classroom F has fixed seats that are
not stlitableforaclu.lt/use. i
59,
Universal school does not provide lunches for child-
ren remaining at school during the noon period. Such a pro-
gram is badly needed. One-half, of the students are transport-
ed. A floor plan of the basement is shown in Figure 7. The
two unused classrooms indicated in the plan would provide
space for a good lunch program. Many community and school
groups could meet in the dining room.
Conclusions and .:::;r~e~c~o,;;;;mm;:;:'·;;.:;e,;;;;n;;.:;d;.;;;a;.,;;t~i;.;;;;o,;;;;n;.;:;.s. The structure it-
self can be safely used for several more years.
The playground area is less than half the minimum need.
There seems to be little possibility of expanding the area.
The one olassroom now being used for auxiliary space
is not sUfficient for library, health, and administrative
needs.
An adequate school lunch program could be housed in-
the two basement rooms that have already been withdrawn from
instructional use.
Inside toilets are badly needed. Spa.ce for toilets
can be made by moving the coal storage room to available space
nearer the furnace.
The wate~supply is inadequate. Tests should be made
60,
to determine the feasability of obtaining an adequate water
supply from additional driven or drilled wells.
Heating, ventilation, and artificial lighting systems
need immediate improvement.
Through careful planning and wise spending, the build-
ing cauld be profitably rehabilitate~.
III. SCHOOL POPULATION TRENDS IN CLINTON TOWNSHIP
In May, 1950, census was taken of pre-school and school
age children in Clinton Township. The actual house-to-~ouse
count was made by the seventh and eighth grade students of
the four schools. They were closely supervised by the prin-
cipals. Complete cooperation was received from the trustee,
bus drivers, and teachers.
Since the count of school age children was aconnate,
it was assumed that the number of pre-school ohildren report-
ed was also accurate.
Tables were made of known enrollments from 1940-1941
through 1949-1950. Figures-were obtained from initial en-
rollment reports made in September of each year. From thes~
tables it was possible to determine survival percentages for
each entering group as it moved from the first grade through
successive levels to the eighth grade. An average per cent
of survival was then computed for each grade level. These
figures were used with census results to compute estimated
61,
enrollments for each school for the school years 1950-1951
through 1959-1960.
It is not intended that the estimated enrollments
included in this chapter be used in any other way than as
the best a~ailable indication of enrollment trends in Clinton
Township. Actual figures are important only in that they
indicate a trend.
When all possible data are available, predictions of
future populations are subject to many possible errors.
Predictions in this study were made without needed birth rate
figures for the past several years. Since birth rate figures
were not available, it was necessary to assume that all pre-
school children counted will enter Clinton Township Schools
without increase or decrease in number. ThUS, mortality and
possible shifts in population have been ignored ..
Residence locations of children of pre-school age are
shown in Figure 8. Comparison with the spot map contained
in Figure 1, page 25, shows that the home locations are quite
similar to those of school age children.
Enrollment trend.s !!! Crompton Hill School. Table VI~
page 63, contains enrollment'data for Crompton Hill for each
September 'from 1944 through 1949. Since a sChool at Centen-
arywas abandoned and its pupils sent to Crompton Hill in 1944,·
it was not practicaL to use enrollments for the years previous
FIGURE 8
HOME LOCATIONS OF CLINTON TOWNSHIP
CHILDREN OF PRE-SCHOOL AGE
MAY, 1950
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a F:Lgures in this column are made up of beginners plus returning faiJ.ures of the previous year.
Not~: Figures for years previous to 1944-1945 were not usable since Crompton Hill received a fifty
per cent increase in enrollment that year as a result of another school's being abandoned.
a
24 ~09.1 22 23 16 13 15 24 15 113 39 152
18 112.5 22 91.7 30 136.4 26 113.0 16 100.0 15 115.4 18 120.0 21 87.5 127 39 166
24 114.3 16 88.9 20 90.9 22 73.3 25 96.2 17 10603 12 80.0 17 94.4 124 29 153
29 120.8 22 91.7 13 81.3 19 95.0 20 90.9 26 104.0 14 82.4 13 108.3 129 27 156
24- 114.3 30 103.4 21 95.5 15 115.4 22 115.8 25 125.0 18 69.2' 15 107.1 137 33 170
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TABLE VI:
ENROLIMENT SURVIVAL 'IRENDS BY GHADES FOR THE I\NOliVN
























In considering Table VI, and similar tables for each
of the other schools, the two most important elements are
the enrollment tendencies shown by the totals at the right,
and the survival tendencies for each grade shown by the aver-
ages at the bottom of the table.
Survival tendencies are especially important since they
are used in Table VII to project known figures into predic-
tions for future enrollments.
The procedure for determining survival peroentages may
need explaining. Table VI indicates that there were 24 pu-
pils in Grade 1 in September, 1944, and that 22 pupils en-
rolled in Grade 2 in September, 1945. By dividing the 22 by
the 24 it was possible to compute the per oent of survival
from Grade 1 to Grade 2 as being ninety-one and seven-tenths
per cent. An average per cent of survival from Grade 1 to
Grade 2 was then oomputed by averaging the survival percentages
indicated for the various years. The average was then used
in Table VII to project enrollments from Grade 1 of one year
to Grade 2 of the next year.
The above procedure was used for all grades except
the first. Since'birth rates were not av.ailable, percentages
for Grade 1 were found. by comparing the .number enrolled to
the number of actual .. beginners. Therefore, the per cents do



































































26 100.3 22 101.9
23 100.3 26 101. 9
24 100.3 23 101.9
27 100.3 24 101.9
29 100.3 28 101.9
17 100.3 30 101.9
27 100.3 17 101.9
27 100.3 28 101.9
17 100.328 101.9











26 a 30 114.1 24 94.3
28 32 114.1 28 94.3
16 18 114.1 30 94.3
25 2$ 3,.14.1 17 94.3




26 114.1 17 94.3
26 114.1 25 94.3
26 114.1 25 94.3
26 llle.l 25 94.3
a Figures in this column were obtained by a census of pre-scmol children.
ENROllMENT ESTJMATES, 1950-1951 THROUGH 1959-1960,
BASED UPON KNoym :ElIIROLLMENT SURVIVAL TRENDS
. CROMPIDN HILL SCHOOL
b Figures below this point are an average of first grade enrollments for the previous ten years.
S'e- Grade 1 Grade .. 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 To-
School gin- .... % % % % % % % % tal
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ures of the previous year upon first grade enrollments.
Enrollment totals listed in Table VI show that there
is a trend toward increased enrollments at Crompton Hill o
This trend remains in evidence in Table VII. The estimated
enrollments continue to increase. with one exception, each
year up to and including school year 1954-1955. after which
a tendency to level off is indicated.
In the evaluation of the building at Crompton Hill,
it wa~ recommended that the school should not have an enroll-
ment of over one hundred forty pupils. 35 Estimates in ~able
VII reveal that the school may have to cope with approximate-
ly sixty more students than it has space to adequately house.
Enrollment trends in Fairview School. Enrollments at
Fairview for the past ten years. shown in Table VIII, dis-
close no'readily apparent trend to either increase or decrease ..
Though there was a noticeable drop from 1940-1941 to 1941-
1942, subsequent enrollments have fluctuated about a common
point slightly in excess of two hundred students ..
Estimates found in Table IX, page 68, suggest that en-
rollments will decrease after the school year 1950-1951. The
trend is strong enough to~arrant the cautious statement that
after 1952 the school population at.Fairview will probably not
TABLE VIII
ENROIDvlENT SURVIVAL TRENDS BY GRADES FOR THE
KNOV®I YEARS 1940-194l THROUGH 1949-1950
FAIRVINN SCHOOL
First Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8
School Be- % % % % % % % at To- To- To-1°
year gin- No.Bur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. tal tal ta}.-
ners -1-6 7-8 1-8
19L~O.,.,4l 26a 27 39 31 38 28 36 29 189 65 254
1941-42 25 23 88.5 24 88.9 '3fJ 76.9 26 83.9 32 84.2 24 85.7 33 91.7 160 57 217
1942-43 20 23 115.0 23 92.0 23 100.0 27 112.5 24 80.0 27 103.8 39 121.9 26 108.3 147 65 212
194')-,44 30 34 113.3 22 95.7 16 69.6 21 91.3 25 92.6 23 95.8 27 100.0 26 66.7 141 53 194
1944-45 26 27 103.8 29 85.3 23 104.5 15 93.8 23 109.5 21 84.0- ~ 130.4 24 88.9 138 54 192
1945-L~6 29 29 100.0 29 107.4 29 100.0 2l 91.3 17 113.3 20 87.0 27 128.6 26 86.7 145 53 198
1946-47 32 36 112.5 32 110.3 '3fJ 103.4 29 100.0 21 100.0 15 88.2 22 110.0 28 103.7 163 50 213
1947-4B '3fJ 36 120.0 32 88.9 25 78.1 26 86.7 29 100.0 17 81.0 14 93.3 20 90.9 165 34 199
19L~8-49 36 41+ 122.2 23 63.9 33 103.1 27 108.0 25 96.2 31 106.9 15 88.2 16 114.3 183 31 2J-4
1949-50 24 31 129.2 35 79.5 22 95.7 29 87.9 25 92.6 30 120.0 26 83.9 14 93.3 172 40 212
Average
%of
survival 114.5 90.2 93.7 94.3 96.5 94.5 10L~. 7 93.8




ENR01ll~~T ESTL\~TES, 1950-1951 THROUGH 1959-1960
BASED UPON KNOWN ENROLIlvlENT SURVIVAL TRENDS
FAIRVIEVV SCHOOL
- Grade 6Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 7 Grade 8
Be- Ta- To- To-
School gin- % % % % % % % % tal tal tal
year ners No. Sur. No. Sur. No.Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. 1-6 7-8 1-8
.,
1950-51 25 29 114.5 28 90.2 33 93.7 21 94.3 28 96.5 24 9LI-05 31,104.7 24 93.• 8 163 55 218
1951-52 19 22 114..5 26 90.2 26 93.7 31 94.3 20 96.5 26 94.5 25 104.7 29 93.8 ,151 54 205
1952-53 20 23 114.5 20 90.2 24 93.7 24 94.3 30 96.5 19 94.5 27 104.7 23 93.8 ·140 50 190
1953-54- 22 25 114.5 21 90.2 19 93.7 23 94.3 23 96.5 28 94.5 20 104.7 25 93.8 139 45 184
1954-55 25 29 114.5 23 90.2 20 93.7 18 94.3 22 96.5 22 95.4 29 104.7 19 93. 8 134 48 183
1955-56 22 25 114.5 26 90.2 22 93.7 19 94.3 17 96.5 2l 95.4 23 104.7 27 93.8 130 50 180
1956-57 30 114.5 23 90.2 24 9307 21 94.3 18 96.5 16 95.5- 22 104.7 22 93.8 132 44 176
1957-58 30 114.5 Z7 90.2 22 93.7 23 94.3 20 96.5 17 94.5 17 104.7 21 93.8 139 38 177
1958-59 30 11LI-.5 27 90.2 25 93.5 21 94.3 22 96.5 19 94.5 18 104.7 :t6 93.8 144 34 178
1959-60 30 114.5 27 90.2 25 93.5 24 94.3 20 96.5 2l 94.5 20 lCi.J,.7 17 93.8 147 37 18l.j.
0'-
ro
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exceed the recommended maximum of two hundred students. 36
Enrollment trends in Jacksonville School. Table I
shows that Jacksonville School has had a rather constant
school population since 1945. Totals in Table XI, page 71,
reveal a slight decrease in estimated enrOllments for the
five years following 1950-1951. However, the number of stu-
dents involved is so' small that an error in census count or
a slight popUlation shift coul.d easily change the picture.
Available data do indicate, nevertheless, that there is a
trend toward a decrease in ,enrollment at Jacksonville.
Enrollment trends in Universal School. Universal,
like Fairview, had a considerable drop in enrollment after
the schoo1S'year 1940-1941 according to information contained
in ~ab1e.XII, page 72. After that year enrollments fluctuat-
ed considerably with periods of noticeable increases and de-
creases. Unfortunately, it was beyond the scope'ofthis
stUdy to investigate economic and other factors that affect
community populations, and no explanation can be given for
the unusual changes in school popUlation at Universal. If
Table XII can be said to indicate a trend, then that trend
was one of con~id.erable decrease from 1940 through 1945,
followed by a ~oticeab1.e gain in 1946, after which there has
TABLE X
ENROIDill\fT .SURVIVAL TRENDS BY GRADES FOR THE
KNOWN YEARS 1940-194J.TI-ffiOUGH 1949-1950
JACKSONVILLE SCHOOL
Be:... Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 To- To- To-
School gill... . '.' ..... % % % % % % % % tal tal ta']: -
yea.r ners NO.Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No •• Sur. No. Su.r. 1-6 7-8 1-8
1940~41 19a 11 15 15 22 17 14 10 99 24 123
194J.-42 13 17 $9.5 13 118.2 19 126.7 11 73.3 ·21 95.5 15 88.2 19 135.7 94 34 128
1942-43 15 16 106.7 13 100.0 15 88.2 14 107.7 21 110.5 13 118.2 26 123.8 15 100.0 92 4J. 133
1943-44 22 24109.1 14 87.5 14 107.7 17 113.3 14 100.0 21 100.0 14 107.7 17 65.4 104 31 135
1944--45 15 16 106.• 7 17 70.8 15 107.1 12 85.7 11 64.7 11 7816 19 90.5 10 71.4 82 29 111
1945-49 13 13 100.0 15 93.8 18 105.9 14 93.3 10 83.3 12 109.1 13 118.2 12 63.2 82 25 107
1946--1+7 14 16 114.5 17 130.8 17 113.3 15 83.3 14 100.0 11 110.0 10 83.3 11 84.6 90 21 nI
1947-/45. 19 2l 110.5 14 87.5 13 76.5 15 88.2 19 126.7 10 71.4 10 90.9 10 100.0 92 20 11.2
1948"'49 18 19 105.6 21 100.0 11 78.6 14 107.7 19 126.7 16 84.2 6 60.0 10 100.0 100 16 116
1949--5014 15 107.1 16 84.2 22 104.8 10 90.9 12 85.7 11 57.9 18 112.5 8 133.3 86 26 112
Average
percent of
96.8survival 107.5 93.8 100.0 99.9 91.7 97.2 94.8






ENROLlMENT ESTIMATES, 1950-1951 THROUGH 1959-1960,
BASED UPON" KNovm ENROLiliENT SURVIVAL TRE1'Jl)S
JACKSO}WILLE SCHOOL
----,-,,- '--e--, Grade -l Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade' 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 To- To- TO-School -Be~ --
year gin- '- % % % % % % % % tal tal tal
llers No. Stir. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. SUr. No. SUr. No. Sur. No. Sur. 1-6 7...;.8 1...:.s
195()...$1:i617107 .5 14 93.8 16 100. 22 99.6 10 96.8 11 91.7 11 97.2 17 94.8 90 28 118
1951::54 10 11107.· 5 16 93.8 14 100. 16 99.6 21 96.8 9 91.7 11 97.2 10 94.8 87 21 108
1952... $:3 11 12 107.5 10 93.8 16 100. 14 99.6 15 96.8 19 91.7 9 97.2 10 94.8 86 19 105
1953-54 14 15 107.5 11 93.8 10 100. 16 99.6 14 96.814 91.7 18 97.2 9 94.8 80 27 107
1954":'55 11 12 107.5 14 93.8 11 100. 10 99.6 15 96.8 13 91.7 14 97.2 17 94.8 75 31 106
1955":'56 13 14 107.5, 11 93.8 14 100. 11 99.6 10 96.8 14 91.7 13 97.2 13 94.8 74 26 100
1956:"57 15, 107-.5 13 93.8 11 100. 14 99.6 11 96.8 9 91.7 14 97.2 12 94.8 73 26 99
1957-5£5 15 107.5 14 93.£5 13 100. 11 99.6 14 96.£5 10 91.7 9 97.2 13 94.8 77 22 99
1958":59 15 107~5 14 93.8 14 100. 13 99.6 11 96.8 13 91.7 10 97.2 9 94.8 80 19 99
1959-60 15 107.5 14 93.8 14 100. 14 99.6 13 96.£5 10 91.7 13 97.2 9 94.8 80 22 102
TABIE XII
ENROLlMENT SURVIVAL TRENDS BY GRADES FOR THE




Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 To- To-To-
School gin- % % % % % % % % tal tal tal"
year ners No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. N.c. Sur. Nom. Sur. 1-6 7-8 1-8
1940-41 26a 25 25 30 25 34 36 37 165 73 238
1941-42 23 23 88.5 24 96. 23 92. 26 86.7 29 116.0 24 70.6 28 77.8 148 52 200
1942-43 27 31 114.8 22 95.7 18 78.3 25 104.2 24 104.322 84.6 27 93.1 27 112.5 142 54 196
1943-44 18 22 122.2 2l~ 77.4 17 77.3 19 105.6 23 92.0 3) 83.3 23 10L,.5 20 74.1 125 43 168
1944-45 13 16123.1 17 77.3 19 79.2 18 105.9 15 78.9 24 104. j 18 90.0 23 100.0 109 4l 150
1945-46 3) 23 115.0 21 131.3 18 105.9 19 100.0 19 105.6 14 93.3 22 91.7 16 88.9 114 38 152
1946-47 27 33 122.2 22 95.7 22 104.8 26 144. L, 21 nO.5 24 126.3 15 107.1 26 118.2 148 41 1$9
1947-48 24 29 120.8 29 87.9 17 77.3 26 118.2 25 96.2 18 85.7 20 83.3 17 113.3 144 37 181
1948-49 18 21 116.7 30 103.4 28 96.6 14 82.4 18 69.2 23 92.0 18 100. 17 85.0 134 35 169
1949-50 20 23 115.0 21 100.0 28 93.3 29 103.6 16 1l1.J·.3 25 138.9 15 65.2 16 88.9 142 31 173
Average
per cent of
survival 118.7 95.2 89 .9 106.3 95.3 102.7 89.5 95.4




been a tendency toward stability in school population.
The tendency toward stability is carried over into
the estimated enrollments found in Table XIIIo It the pre-
dictions can be trusted, enrollments at Universal will remain
virtually static for the next ten years. The school P9'pula-
tion will probably not exceed the recommended maximum enroll-
ment of two hundred students. 37
School enrollment trends for the whole township.· Data
from the predictive tables for each school have been collect-
ed in Table XV, page 75 , to give a total picture of estimated
school enrollments for all Clinton Township. Totals for the
known year 1949-1950 are included for comparative purposes.
According to Table XV, school enrollments in Clinton
Township Schools will reach a maximum this next school ·year,
1950-1951. At that time there will be approximately seven
hundred students enrolled in the schools, an increase of less
than four per cent over the school popUlation of the pre-vious
year. After the school year 1950-1951, the trend is towar4
a decrease in enrollment to a point slightly below the figures
( .,
for 1949-l95q.
The absence of any marked increases or decreases in
estimated enrollments shown in Table XV leads to the conclu-
, " .'
TABIE XIII
ENROLLMENT ESTIMATES, 1950-1951 THROUGH 1959-1960, ' ...
BASED UPON . KNOVIN' &"ffiOLIMENT SURVIVAL TRENDS
UNIVERSAL SCHOOL
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8
School Be- Ta- To- To-
year gin- % % % % % % % % tal tal tal
ners No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. No. Sur. 1-6 7-8 1~8
1950':'51 20 24 1115.7 22 95.2 19 89.9 30 106.3 28 95.3 16 102.7 22 89.5 14 95.L~ 139 36 175
1951-52 16 19 H8.7 23 95.2 20 89.9 20 106.3 29 95.3 29 102.7 14 89.5 21 95.4 140 35 175
1952-53 17 20 liS.7 IS 95.2 21 159.9 21 106.3 19 9503 19 102.7 26 159.5 13 95.4 129 39 168
1953-54 24 28 li8.7 19 95.2 16 89.9 22 106.3 2) 95.3 20 102.7 27 89.5 25 95.4 125 52 177
1954-55 29 34 li8.7 27 95.2 17 89.9 17 106.3 2l 95.3 21 102.7' 18 89.5 26 95.4 137 44 181
1955-56 17 20 118.7 32 95.2 24 89.9 18 106.3 16 95.3 22 102.7 19 89.5 17 94.4 132 36 168
1956-57 25 118.7 19 95.2 29 89.9 26 10673 17 95.3 16 102.7 20 89.5 18 9/j.4 132 38 170
1957-58 25 li8.7 24 95.2 17 89.9 31 106.3 25 95.3 17 102.7 14 89.5 19 95.4 139 33 172
1958-59 25 H8.7 24 95.2 22 89.9 18 106.3 30 95.3 26 102.7 15 89 .5 13 95.4 145 28 173




THE 1949-1950 ENROLLMENT IN OIDINTON TO~mSHIP SCHOOLS
COMPARED TO PREDICTED ENROLD.ffiNTS FOR
1950-1951 THROUGH 1959-1960
Increase or
Sohool Grades Grades· Grades decrease
year 1-6 7-8 1-8 over 1949~
1950
1949-1950 536 134 670
1950-1951 535 16.0 695 3.7%
1951-1952 536 146 682 1.8%
1952-1953 506 .146 652 -2.7%
1953~1954 496 170 666 - .6%
1954-1955 503 170 673 .04%
1955-1956 486 158 644 -3.9%
1956-1957 485 158 643 -4.0%
1957-1958 497 149 646 -3.6%
1958-1959 521 127 648 -3.3%
1959:-1960 518 140 658 -1.8%
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sion that future housing problems in the schools of Clinton
Township will ~ot be materially different from present pro-
blems. Thus, school officials and parents of Clinton Town-
ship have a distinct advantage over school planners of many
communities in the fact that by planning for adequate housing
of children now in school, they can meet the housing needs
of at least the next ten years.
In the section of this chapter devoted to evaluating
the various buildings, it was recommended that the school at
Jacksonville be abandoned, and that the other three schools
have a total maximum enrollment of not more than five hundred
forty students. Yet, Table XV shows that approximately six
hundred seventy students will have to be housed each year.
This problem can be solved, and some other problems with it,
by transferring the seventh and eighth grade students to Clin-
ton High School. Earl C. Boyd, Superintendent of Clinton City
Schools, has assured the author that the high school has room
for these students. Table XV shows that enrollments in Grades
1 to 6 do not exceed five hundred forty in the school years
for which estimates have been made.
Alternative suggestions include consolidation city
and township systems in the hope that the city will have avail~
able space for township elementary pupils. If there is avail-
able space, students from both Fairview and Crompton Hill could
convenien.tly be absorbed into the city system, making room at
77
those schools for pupils from Jacksonville.
Another plan that has much to recommend it calls for
the purchase of at least ten acres of ground near Centenary
and the erection of a new elementary schoolhouse large enough
to house pupilS from. Jacksonville School in addition to the
overflow from Crompton Hill.
Chapter IV contains the recommendations that seemed
reasonable and practical to the author of this study. They








On the basis of the principles advanced by authorities
in the area of school surveys together with the findings in
this survey the following conclusions are presented:
1. The schoolhouse, with its provisions for instruc-
tional space and for pupil health and safety, plays a tremen-
dously significant role in the development of an adequate ed-
ucational program. None of the four school buildings in
Clinton Township meets minimum standards that must be met be-
fore a school plant can become a positive factor in the educa-
tional program.
20 The schools at Fairview and Universal are in good
enough condition to warrant rehabilitation and oontinued use
until better facilities can be provided.
3. Crompton Hill School has too small a site and too
few classrooms to make its continued use desirable. However,
toilets and a water system should be installed, and when bet-
ter facilities are found for the pupils, the building can
serve admirably as a community center.
4. It would not be economically practical to attempt
to rehQbilitateJacksonville School.
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5. There is a definite need for a new building to
house students from Jaoksonville and Crompton Hill Sohools.
6. The township will not experienoe an appreoiable
inorease in sohool enrollments for at least another ten
years.
II. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the sohool survey reported herein and
the oonolusions reaohed from the survey, the following reoom-
mendations seem warranted:
1. Seventh and eighth grade pupils should be trans-
ferred to Clinton High Sohool. Suoh a move would eliminate
some of the most spaoe-oonsuming aotivities from the play-
ground and result in more play spaoe for the younger ohildren.
The move would also make room at Universal and Fairview for
students from Jaoksonville.
2. The sohool at Jaoksonville should be abandoned as
soon as possible.
3. People of both the oity and ,township should ser-
iously oonsider the possibility of oonsolidating the two
sohool oorporations.
4. The township should start immediately to lay oare-
ful plans for a building program that will eventually replaoe
present sohool faoilities. This study'reoommends pprohase
of at least atenaore site near Centenary. A six room build-
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ing should be ereoted as soon as money is av,ailable. As time
and money permit the building oan be enlarged until it houses
all township students not already adequately housed.
5. Before the building plan is put into operation,
rehabilitation of Universal Sohool should be oompleted •
.
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